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Ancient woodland1 is rare. In Wales it covers
only 4.5% of the land surface. Centuries old, it
has developed special communities of plants,
insects and animals not found elsewhere.

How trees work for nature,
people and our economy
Our wellbeing has depended on trees and
woods for centuries to provide the roots and
branches for life. Trees have always offered
simple and cost-effective solutions to the
challenges we all face.
In our Manifesto we show how trees can now
help us address the nature and climate crisis
and build a climate resilient economy and a
nature rich society, one fit for present and
future generations.

For nature,
our planet
and our
health
A tree rich
woodland
economy
across
Wales

From national forests to local streets, trees
reflect our pride in our surroundings. They
provide shelter, shade and the oxygen we
breathe; they draw in carbon and filter pollution,
enrich soils and hold back water. They provide
wood as a raw material for buildings, joinery
and craftwork. They are marvels to admire;
they stand witness, across the generations,
to historical events and secrets, and are
central to story-telling and play. Trees are a
vital asset for our health, wellbeing and future.

These woods have seen all human history and
are richly represented in Welsh mythology and
culture. It is no surprise that their constant
loss in the name of human development, runs
in parallel with the nature crisis.2 The ancient
woods of Wales include our Celtic rainforest19
which is nationally and internationally
important as a rich and rare home to wildlife.
Our mission is, with your support, to protect
and restore ancient woodlands and provide
more trees, now and for future generations...
to achieve our vision of a UK rich in native
woods and trees for people and wildlife.

Wales has made a good start. The Plant!
Scheme plants a tree for every new baby born
or adopted in Wales. The Wales National
Forest was launched in March 2020 at Coed
Cadw’s latest new woodland at Brynau, near
Neath. It is one of the largest woodlands we
have ever created in partnership. It is designed
to encourage wildlife, reduce flooding, create
new areas for play and recreation, and
increase the wellbeing of the 530,000 people
within one hour’s journey of the site.
These are positive roots to build from, but we
MUST do so much more to realise the full
value of trees for the wellbeing of communities
and businesses right across Wales. Our
manifesto outlines the changes we MUST
make in how trees and woods contribute to a
flourishing and prosperous Future Wales.

What does our manifesto offer?
Protect
irreplaceable
habitat

Reduce
pollution
Create
more green
space

The Covid-19 pandemic has left us all reeling. At the same time, we are in the midst of a
linked climate and biodiversity crisis. Our recovery must address this now, with urgency
and focus, to reduce the impacts now and on future generations.21
To return to normal is to repeat the mistakes of the past.

These three main ‘roots’ are our foundations
for a strong and resilient Wales:

1 Green our Towns and Cities
2 Support Farming Communities with Trees

Restore
wildlife

3 Connect Wales to a Woodland Economy

Fig. 1 Growing a green economy
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Root 1 Green our Towns and Cities

Why?
Bring trees and green spaces close to us all; they are naturally
vital for our health and happiness in every way. We need trees
to breath, protect us from pollution and to reduce flooding.
They shade us from extreme heat and will bring our much-loved
nature closer to our homes. The services that trees provide save
us money and lives.

How?
Branch 1.1 – A Tree and Woodland
Plan for every Council in Wales

Branch 1.2 – End the destruction of
the mature trees we already have

 Make every town in Wales a Tree Town,3 with
every Council preparing a long term Tree and
Woodland Strategy.4 They must deliver and
sustain a minimum of 20% tree cover in urban
areas5 and 30% tree cover for all new developments.

 Commission tree reports for every urban area,
which show the full lifetime value and benefits of
existing trees, especially large mature trees.7 Fig. 2

 Build up tree and woodland teams at community,
regional and national level.6
 Support councils to work with communities and
help people have their say in planning for trees.
 Locate new woods to help reduce flooding
and to provide for communities deprived of
accessible green space.

 Implement the Law Commission recommendations
to update and improve tree protection legislation
as part of a new Welsh Planning Act.8
 Stop council planning committees allowing
developers to remove healthy mature trees.
 Empower communities by strengthening planning
regulations that protect green space and
irreplaceable ancient woodland and trees. Fig. 3
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Fig. 2 Tree Reports measure 3 key annual benefits of urban trees7
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Branch 1.3 – Set up Tree Teams
as part of a national Green
Recovery Programme
 Increase tree cover along roads and
walking and cycling routes to make
them more attractive, safer and
healthier and better for wildlife.
 Support green prescribing by the NHS
to increase outdoor activities to improve
physical health and mental wellbeing.10
 Inspire the next generation’s interest in
green jobs by supporting community
tree nurseries and “forest schools”
across Wales as outdoor classrooms.

Trees are powerful and versatile natural assets

30

Motorised
traffic causes
much of the urban
air and surface
water pollution –
which trees
have the ability
to remove

Improving
health and
well-being

Every 5%
increase in
tree cover
reduces water
run-off by 2%
Providing
shelter,
shade and
cooling

Encouraging
exercise

Countering
the extremes
of climate
change

Lowering
crime levels

Storing
carbon

Customers are
prepared to pay
more for parking
and goods (9-12%
for some products)
in landscaped
shopping areas

Encouraging
inward
investment

Removing
pollutants
and dust
from air

Children living
in areas with
more street trees
have lower
prevalence of
asthma
Slowing
surface
flood-water
run-off

Increasing
canopy cover
by 10% can
reduce surface
temperature
of a city by
3-4°C

Improving
community
cohesion

Connecting
people with
nature

Increasing
property
values

Since 1999 we have recorded a total of 584 ancient woodlands
potentially threatened by development in Wales.
Of those 584 cases, 337 have been 'saved', 98 have been
lost or damaged, and 149 are currently under threat.
Fig. 3 Number of Ancient Woods in Wales under threat 2009 – by type of threat9
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Between 2006 to 2013 some 7,000 large trees were lost,
and between 2009 and 2013, 159 out of our 220 towns
showed an overall decline in tree cover
7
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Root 2 Support Farming Communities with Trees

Why?
Trees and hedges have traditionally protected and provided for
the welfare of farm animals. They naturally nourish, increase, and
protect farm soils, both their fertility and their vital carbon store,
enhancing their ability to grow. Trees provide a diverse and complex
unique home for an abundance of nature. Their appropriate
re-establishment will help to protect our communities from
increasing adverse weather conditions, caused by climate change.

How?
Branch 2.1 – Increase in tree cover on farms with payments under a Hedges
and Edges Scheme, supporting climate-smart, nature friendly farming
 Fund landowners for nature-friendly natural solutions to flood management,11 and tree hedge
regeneration for wildlife and carbon storage.
 Establish a “Hedges and Edges” scheme12 which rewards farmers for expanding and extending
hedges, shelterbelts, stream side and field edge habitats. Fig. 4
 Ensure farmers receive a reliable basic income for creating and maintaining areas of high quality
wildlife habitat and tree cover.
Extend
Habitats
Invest
in Farm
Boundaries
for wildlife
& farm
values

more tree cover,
wildlife &
pollinators

Hedges
and Edges

tree lines, hedges,
shelterbelts

Enhance
landscape,
tourism & path
network

(shelter for livestock)

Enhance
animal welfare
& productivity

verges, ditches,
walls
Tree
Planting &
Wood Products

Reduce
flash flooding,
soil erosion &
pollution

fix &
store carbon
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Fig. 4 The wildlife and farming benefits of agroforesty12
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In Wales, a quarter of all hedgerows were removed
between 1984 and 1990,13 and 78% of remaining Welsh
hedgerows are in ‘unfavourable condition’.14

Branch 2.2 – Strengthen advice and
partnership work with farmers as
part of a national Green Recovery
Programme
 Invest in skills and advisory networks to meet the
many diverse needs and opportunities that trees
can offer to farming communities. This creates
climate resilient food systems whilst enhancing
their distinctive regional and cultural landscapes
and wildlife habitats.15
 Enable community based river catchment
partnerships that support landowners to expand
woodlands and restore habitats to provide
nature-based solutions to reduce flooding and
store carbon.13

Just over 99% of all woods in Wales exceed nitrogen pollution levels.
This has damaging effects for woodland plants and wildlife.

 Reduce pollution from intensive farming by
strengthening regulation and enforcing planning
conditions. Support nature friendly interventions
such as tree planting that intercept pollution.16
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Root 3 Connect Wales to a Woodland Economy

Why?
Building every day connections to trees can help us to care for and
increase our understanding of our natural environment. Their increase
will improve the health and wellbeing of our communities by delivering
a better quality of life and a more certain future for our children, as
well as urgently addressing the climate and nature crisis. A woodland
economy that looks after and expands our tree cover will provide
jobs and significantly contribute to the green recovery of Wales.

How?
Branch 3.1 – Develop the Wales
National Forest to make Wales a
connected Woodland Nation

Branch 3.2 - Fix and store carbon in
trees, woodlands, and “carbon
smart” forests

 Support a Wales-wide multi-purpose National
Forest programme, enabling communities to
interact with woodland for wellbeing, climate
resilience and economic benefits.

 Accelerate new woodland creation each year,
using more natural colonisation, exceeding
5,000 hectares per year by 2035,20 always
working to the 10 Golden Rules for Tree Planting
to ensure ‘the right tree in the right place’.

 Empower high quality community engagement
in decisions on location, design and delivery of
all National Forest projects.
 Respond to the catastrophic decline of woodland
wildlife by prioritising the restoration of ancient
woods,18 including Wales’ internationally
important Celtic Rainforest.19
 Use public funds to make forests more diverse
and climate resilient and better for wildlife
and people.

12

 Meet the latest recommendations of the
Committee for Climate Change21 and achieve
24% woodland cover by 2050, with further
increases in tree cover on farms and in
urban areas.22
 Make sure all stages of forest management
are carbon positive by taking care to protect
the carbon in soils and old trees. Wherever
possible use timber in long lifetime products.23

Only 2% of non-native woodland in Wales is in good ecological
condition, and only 9% of native woodland.19
Those in poor ecological condition are characterised by low levels
of deadwood, low levels of a diversity of age of trees and of species,
with few open woodland habitats.
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Between 1990 and 2019 the U.K. has seen a 41% decline in woodland
butterflies. Bird species which are highly dependent on woodland
habitats declined by 47% between 2011 and 2017.
Two thirds of the woods in Special Areas of Conservation
in Wales are in unfavourable condition.2
Branch 3.3 – Connect communities
to the woodland economy as part of
a national Green Recovery Programme
 Develop a range of private and public funding
options for different types of forestry and tree
planting.
 Invest in local partnerships that develop skills
and capacity to create and utilise woodland for
innovative crafts and trade, house building,
recreation and tourism.25
 Supply public needs through buying products
from Wales’ woodland economy.
 Support Welsh tree nurseries with orders for UK
and Ireland Sourced and Grown (UKISG) trees for
planting, using locally collected seed of native
tree species.
 Use farm plans to increase demand for sustainably
certified fencing from Welsh timber.
 Develop alternative wood-based materials and
products to replace plastics, especially tree
guards.

Ancient woodland in Wales has an
estimated average total carbon
stock of 105 tonnes per hectare,
compared to an average of
72 tonnes per hectare for all
woodland (in Wales).24

 Refresh the Welsh Governments “Woodlands for
Wales” Strategy26 with a fully funded delivery plan
to make a connected Woodland Nation.
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Six Climate
and Ecological
Emergency Principles
We support the consensus for action for a green recovery
that is emerging across many sectors and is expressed in
The Six Principles for Climate and Nature,27 and in the
manifestos produced by Wales Environment Link,28 the
Future Generations Commissioner29 and many others.

Will you join our voice for a
Green Recovery with Trees?
Contact us NOW – we would be delighted to explain our
manifesto in more detail and the evidence that supports
the actions we propose.
Email wales@woodlandtrust.org.uk
Or direct message us:
@CoedCadw
@CoedCadw
coedcadwcymru
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@CoedCadw
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